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ABSTRACT 

Existentialism as a philosophy is historically and culturally of European origin. Ever since it was 

recognised as the dominating philosophy of the West in the mid

impact on literature has both been 

not offer a set of doctrines or a single philosophy system. It has been diversely defined and 

interpreted by various thinkers over the years. As a result, as a philosophy, existentialism by its 

very nature defies and abhors systematisation” (Ahmad 10). Nevertheless, it is possible to 

identify certain traits of this school of thought. All the existentialists “emphasise the importance 

of the individual as well as his freedom and responsibility for being what he is.
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Existentialism as a philosophy is historically and culturally of European origin. Ever since it was 

recognised as the dominating philosophy of the West in the mid- twentieth century, it has left “its 

impact on literature has both been substantial and significant (Chatterji 10). Existentialism does 

not offer a set of doctrines or a single philosophy system. It has been diversely defined and 

interpreted by various thinkers over the years. As a result, as a philosophy, existentialism by its 

and abhors systematisation” (Ahmad 10). Nevertheless, it is possible to 

identify certain traits of this school of thought. All the existentialists “emphasise the importance 

of the individual as well as his freedom and responsibility for being what he is. 
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and abhors systematisation” (Ahmad 10). Nevertheless, it is possible to 
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